The graded Hori map has been recently introduced by Han-Mathai in the context of T-duality as a Z-graded transform whose homogeneous components are the Hori-Fourier transforms in twisted cohomology associated with integral multiples of a basic pair of T-dual closed 3-forms. We show how in the rational homotopy theory approximation of T-duality, such a map is naturally realised as a pull-iso-push transform, where the isomorphism part corresponds to the canonical equivalence between the left and the right gerbes associated with a T-duality configuration.
The graded Hori map has been recently introduced in [HM20], by assembling together the Z-family of Hori maps associated with a certain Z-family of T-duality configuration data naturally associated to a single T-duality configuration. This may at first sight appear as a rather ad hoc construction. The aim of this note is to show how, on the contrary, the graded Hori map as a whole naturally emerges from the geometry associated with a T-duality configuration. One only needs to look at a step higher with respect to the T-dual bundles: the graded Hori map is a manifestation of a canonical equivalence between the left and the right gerbes associated with a T-duality configuration. More precisely, we show that, in the rational homotopy theory approximation of T-duality, such a map is naturally realised as a pull-iso-push transform, where the isomorphism part corresponds to the left gerbe/right gerbe canonical equivalence.
We will construct this pull-iso-push transform using only purely algebraic constructions related to the category DGCA of differential graded commutative algebras (DGCAs) over a characteristic zero field K, which can be assumed to be the field Q of rational numbers. In particular, we will heavily use the language of extensions of DGCAs associated with DGCA cocycles. The reader familiar with rational homotopy theory will immediately recognise every step in the construction we are going to present as a translation of phenomena appearing in the rational homotopy theory approximation of T-duality. We point the unfamiliar reader to [FSS18b] for an introduction very close to the spirit of this note. We also borrow from [FSS18a] the rational homotopy theory description of the equivalence of the gerbes associated to a T-duality configuration. See [BS05] for the topological origin of this equivalence. Here we choose to present the construction in purely algebraic terms, leaving to the reader the job of connecting to rational homotopy theory.
The note is organised as follows. First we review topological T -duality in rational homotopy theory, in particular, in Section 2 we recall a few basic constructions on extensions of DGCAs and define the DGCA (co)classifying rational T -duality configurations, and in Section 3 we recall the definition of the two isomorphic rational gerbes associated with a rational T -duality configuration, whose isomorphism will be the "iso" part in the "pull-iso-push" transform.
After this review, in Section 4 we define the graded Hori map T LÑR associated with these data and extend it to Laurent series. In Section 5 we show how, when the base field is the field C of complex numbers, this allows one to describe the graded Hori map as an operator on rings of meromorphic functions with a single pole at the origin taking values in a DGCA A 0 endowed with a rational T-duality configuration. It turns out that in this translation the graded Hori map becomes the antidiagonal matrix
here q is the complex coordinate on C. Finally, in Section 6 we show how one can further extend coefficients to A 0 -valued index 0 Jacobi forms in the two variables pz, τ q P CˆH, by means of their q-expansion, where q " e 2πiz . This way we recover the original definition of the graded Hori map by Han-Mathai, as well as its main properties. In particular, one identifies the graded Hori map on Jacobi forms with the antidiagonal matrix 
Cocycles and extensions of DGCAs
We start with a (non-negatively graded) differential graded commutative algebra pA, dq over the field K and with a 2-cocycle, i.e., a closed homogeneous element of degree 2, t 2 P A. We can extend our base DGCA A in such a way to trivialise the 2-cocycle t 2 by adding a formal generator e 1 of degree 1 and declaring our extension to be pA, dq A tt 2 u :" pAre 1 s, de 1 " t 2 q, ι where the differential of A tt 2 u coincides with the differential d on the subalgebra A.
The choice of a 2-cocycle for the DGCA A is the same datum as a DGCA map from the polynomial DGCA pKrx 2 s, 0q to A, where pKrx 2 s, 0q is the polynomial algebra over K on a single degree 2 generator x 2 , endowed with the trivial differential. This in turn means regarding A as an object under pKrx 2 s, 0q, a point of view that will be useful later.
More generally, the datum of a DGCA map from pKrx n s, 0q to A, where now x n is a degree n variable, is the same as that of an n-cocycle in A and, again, given such a cocycle t n P A it is possible to extend A to trivialise t n by pA, dq A ttnu :" pAre n´1 s, de n´1 :" t n q.
ι
The construction of A ttnu out of the pair pA, t n q is universal: A ttnu together with the embedding of the sub-DGCA A is the homotopy cofibre of t n , i.e., the homotopy pushout of the diagram:
Krx n s pA, dq 0 ψt n of DGCAs, where ψ tn is the unique DGCA morphism with ψpx n q " t n , in the projective model structure on non-negatively graded DGCAs, see, e.g., [BG76] . Indeed, in order to compute a model for this cofibre one has to replace the vertical map by a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence, and the easiest way of doing this is to consider Krx n s ãÑ pKrx n , e n´1 s, de n´1 " x n q -0, and then compute the ordinary pushout of the diagram Krx n s pA, dq pKrx n , e n´1 s, de n´1 " x n q ψt n to obtain Krx n s pA, dq pKrx n , e n´1 s, de n´1 " x n q pP, d P q, ψt n with pP, d P q " pAre n´1 s, d P a " da for a P A, d P e n´1 " ψ tn px n" pAre n´1 s, de n´1 " t n q " A ttnu .
Universality implies in particular that the construction pA, t n q ù A ttnu is natural, a fact that can also be easily checked directly: if f : pA, t n q Ñ pB, s n q is a morphism of DGCAs endowed with n-cocycles, i.e., if f is a morphism of DGCAs, f : A Ñ B, such that f pt n q " s n , then we get a morphism of DGCAŝ f : A ttnu Ñ B tsnu by settingf paq " f paq for any a P A andf pe n´1;A q " e n´1;B . This is manifestly compatible with compositions of morphisms of DGCAs endowed with n-cocycles.
Remark 2.1. If n is even, every degree k element a k in A ttnu can be uniquely written as a k " α k`en´1 β k´n`1 , for some degree k element α k and some degree k´n`1 element β k´n`1 in A. The map π : A ttnu Ñ Ar´n`1s α k`en´1 β k´n`1 Þ Ñ β k´n`1 is a map of chain complexes. Namely, we have d r´n`1s pπpa k q " d r´n`1s pπpα k`en´1 β k´n`1" d r´n`1s β k´n`1 " p´1q pn´1q dβ k´n`1 and πpda k q " πpdpα k`en´1 β k´n`1" πpdα k`tn β k´n`1`p´1 q n´1 dβ k´n`1 q " p´1q n´1 dβ k´n`1 .
Of course, π is not a map of DGCAs (the shifted complex Ar´n`1s does not even have a natural DGCA structure). But it is a map of right DG-A-modules: if γ l is a degree l element in A, then πpa k γ l q " πppα k`tn β k´n qγ l q " πppα k γ l q`t n pβ k´n γ l q " β k´n γ l " πpa k qγ l .
As a side remark, by thinking of ι : A Ñ A ttnu as a pullback p˚and of π : A ttnu Ñ Ar´n`1s as the pushforward p˚, the above identity is the projection formula:
Finally, the map of right DG-A-modules π : A ttnu Ñ Ar´n`1s has an evident section e n´1¨´: Ar´n`1s Ñ A ttnu given by the left multiplication by e n´1 .
An example of the construction pA, t n q ù A ttnu we will be interested in is the following. Consider the polynomial algebra
on two degree 2 generators x 2L and x 2R , endowed with the trivial differential. 1 Then the element x 2L x 2R is a 4-cocycle and so defines a DGCA map
The associated extension is the DGCA
the two maps corresponding to the cocycles x 2L , x 2R , respectively.
Two equivalent rational gerbes
In order to get the DGCA construction corresponding to the rational homotopy description of the pull-iso-push transform between gerbes associated with a T-duality configuration, we consider a DGCA A together with a map
As we noticed above, the source of f has two distinct 2-cocycles corresponding to maps p L , p R : Krx 2 s Ñ Krx 2L , x 2R s tx 2L x 2R u sending the generator x 2 in x 2L and in x 2R , respectively. Composing with the map f we therefore get maps f L , f R : Krx 2 s Ñ A, corresponding to two distinct 2-cocycles in A, and we end up with following commutative diagram of DGCAs:
The previous diagram shows that the map f can be read in two different ways as a map in the under category Krx 2 s{ DGCA of DGCAs endowed with a distinguished 2-cocycle. In particular, identifying a 2-cocycle with the morphism out of Krx 2 s identifying it, we have that f is both a map between
This will be crucial in order to define the equivalence between the algebraic structures corresponding to the left and right gerbes of topological T-duality.
We begin with the following, which is a particular case of the "hofib/cyc adjunction" of [FSS18a, FSS18b] , and whose proof in this specific case we give for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 3.1. Let pA, t 2 q be a DGCA with a distinguished 2-cocycle t 2 .
Then the association
is a natural bijection. Clearly, everything identically works if we exchange p L with p R and x 2R with x 2L .
Proof. We begin by showing thatφpx 3 q is a 3-cocycle. If
is a map in the under category Krx 2 s{ DGCA , then
Therefore,
This shows that the map ϕ Þ Ñφ actually takes values in Hom DGCA pKrx 3 s, A tt 2 u q. Now we define a map in the opposite direction. For a DGCA morphism ψ : Krx 3 s Ñ A tt 2 u , let t 3 be the 3-cocycle t 3 " ψpx 3 q in A tt 2 u . The 3-cocycle t 3 can be uniquely written as t 3 " a 3´e1 b 2 with a 3 , b 2 P A. The association
It is immediate to check thatφ " ϕ andψ " ψ, so the two maps are inverse each other.
Now, let us go back to our DGCA A endowed with a DGCA morphism
To avoid confusion, let us denote by e 1L and e 1R the additional degree 1 generators in the extensions A L :" A f px 2L q and A R :" A f px 2R q of A, respectively. By the above proposition, and looking at f both as a morphism from pKrx 2L , x 2R s tx 2L x 2R u , p L q to pA, f L q and as a morphism from pKrx 2L , x 2R s tx 2L x 2R u , p R q to pA, f R q, we end up with distinguished 3-cocycles f py 3 q´e 1L f px 2R q P A L , f py 3 q´e 1R f px 2L q P A R and again, we can define extensions of A L and A R by trivialising the above 3-cocycles. We define the left rational gerbe G L and the left rational gerbe G R of the rational T -configuration f as the DGCAs
Again, to avoid confusion, we denote by ξ 2L and ξ 2R the additional degree 2 generators of G L and G R as extensions of A L and of A R , respectively. Both G L and G R are extensions of A (since both A L and A R were extensions), and this tower of extensions of A can be depicted in the diagram
We can add to this diagram the DGCA A LR :"
where the central square commutes. As a matter of notation, in the above diagram we are writing ι L (resp. ι R ) wherever the extension is made by means of the 1-form e 1L (resp. e 1R ) and i L (resp. i R ) whenever the extension is made by means of the 2-form ξ 2L (resp. ξ 2R ). We can extend G L and G R by computing the obvious (homotopy) pushouts to get the further extensions
We can now make explicit the iso part of our pull-iso-push transform.
Proposition 3.2. The DGCAs G Ltf px 2R qu and G Rtf px 2L qu are isomorphic via an isomorphism
that is the identity on A LR and acts as
on the degree two generator. The inverse isomorphism is, clearly, ν´1 : ξ 2R Þ Ñ ξ 2L´e1L e 1R .
Proof. The map ν is a map of graded commutative algebras, and it is of course a bijection since an explicit inverse is given by the map of graded commutative algebras ν´1 which is the identity on A LR and sending ξ 2R to ξ 2L´e1L e 1R . To see that ν is a map of DGCAs we need to show that it is a map of chain complexes. This can be checked on the generators of the polynomial algebra G Ltf px 2R qu , so we only need to compute dνpξ 2L q. We have
where we used that f py 3 q´e 1L f px 2R q P A LR and ν is the identity on A LR .
The isomorphisms ν and ν´1 complete our previous diagram to the commutative diagram
The graded Hori map from rational equivalences of gerbes
All the maps and the DGCAs appearing in the upper part of our diagram
can be extended to the rings of (bounded above) formal Laurent series in the degree 2 generators. For instance, as a graded commutative algebra the DGCA G L is the polynomial algebra A L rξ L s over A L and so embeds as a subalgebra into the ring of Laurent series
The ringĜ L has moreover a natural DGCA structure, by setting
making G L ãÑĜ L an inclusion of DGCAs. One similarly extends the other DGCAs G R , G Ltf px 2R qu and G Rtf px 2L qu appearing in the above diagram. The maps ι R , ι L obviously extend to the rings of Laurent series. We denote byι L andι R these extensions. We notice that ν extends too, we only need to be careful in defining the extensionν. As e 1L e 1R is nilpotent, this is done by using the formal power series inverse for 1´η, i.e., by declaring that the action ofν on ξ´1 2L is given bŷ
where we used that pe 1L e 1R q 2 " 0. One easily checks thatν is indeed a DGCA morphism: it is compatible with the relation ξ´1 2L ξ 2L " 1 aŝ νpξ´1 2L qνpξ 2L q " pξ´1 2R´e 1L e 1R ξ´2 2R qpξ 2R`e1L e 1R q " 1 and with the differential aŝ
As f px 2L q is an even cocycle, by Remark 2.1 we have a projection π : G Rtf px 2L qu Ñ G R r´1s mapping α k`e1L β k´1 to β k´1 , which is a morphism of right DG-G R -modules. Also the projection π : : G Rtf px 2L qu Ñ G R r´1s naturally extends to formal Laurent series modules to a map
and so it is possible to build a pull-iso-push transform T LÑR as the composition
The transform
associated to the initial rational T -duality configuration Krx 2L , x 2R s tx 2L x 2R u f Ñ A is seen to coincide with the graded Hori map introduced by Han and Mathai in [HM20] . Namely, the action ofν on a generic degree k element
" ÿ nPZ pα 2n`k`e1L β 2n`k´1`e1R γ 2n`k´1`e1L e1Rδ 2n`k´2 qpξ´n 2R´n e1Le1Rξ´n´1 2R q " " ÿ nPZ pα 2n`k`e1L β 2n`k´1`e1R γ 2n`k´1`e1L e1Rδ 2n`k´2 qξ´n 2R´n e1Le1Rα 2n`k ξ´n´1 2R " " ÿ nPZ pα 2n`k`e1L β 2n`k´1`e1R γ 2n`k´1`e1L e1Rpδ 2n`k´2´p n´1qa 2n`k´2 qqξ´n 2R , hence the action ofν on the coefficients of a generic degree k Laurent series in { G Ltf px 2R qu is given bÿ
The left-to-right transform T LÑR therefore act on the coefficients of a generic degree k element ř nPZ pα 2n`k`e1L β 2n`k´1 qξ´n 2L P x G L as
.e., it acts on the degree k element
The above expressions can be conveniently packaged by introducing, for every sequence tη 2n`k u nPZ of elements of A with degpη 2n`k q " 2n`k, the Laurent series in a degree 2 variable ξ η pkq pξq " ÿ nPZ η 2n`k ξ´n.
We have manifest isomorphisms of graded vector spaces
In terms of these isomorphisms, the mapsν,ι R andπ are represented by the following matrices:
ν Þ Ñ¨1
1 0 0 0 0 0 1¸, so that the graded left-to-right Hori transform T LÑR is represented in matrix form as:
T Þ Ñ˜0 1 d dξ 0¸. One similarly defines the right-to-left Hori transform T RÑL . As 
Hori transforms of meromorphic functions
Before extending the ring of coefficients to the ring of Jacobi forms we start with a one variable intermediate step. We will need an extra degree 2 variable in order to keep the following computations within the context of graded maps. So we assume that our base DGCA A is of the form
where u is a degree 2 variable and A 0 is a DGCA endowed with a rational Assume now the base field K to be the field C of complex numbers and let M 0 be the C-algebra of meromorphic functions on C that are holomorphic on the punctured plane Czt0u, i.e. meromorphic functions that admit at most a polar singularity in the origin. By looking at the algebra M 0 as a DGCA concentrated in degree zero, we can then consider the DGCA M 0 pA 0 q :" M 0 b A 0 , that we will call the DGCA of meromorphic functions with values in A 0 and with at most polar singularities in the origin. A degree k element in M 0 pA 0 q has a Laurent series expansion around the origin of the form f pqq " ÿ n f n;k q n where the f n;k are degree k elements in A 0 , with f n;k " 0 for n ! 0. For any i P Z we have an isomorphism µ 2i of graded vector spaces
Notice that there exists a commutative diagram
As remarked at the end of the previous section, the natural isomorphism of graded vector spaces of x G L and x G R with Arrξ´1, ξs ' Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s identifies the graded Hori map T LÑR with the antidiagonal matrix´0 1 d dξ 0¯, i.e., we have a commutative diagram Arrξ´1, ξs ' Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s
Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s ' Arrξ´1, ξsr´2s
Therefore, we see that the graded Hori map T LÑR participates into a commutative diagram of graded vector spaces
The same happens for the graded Hori map T RÑL , so that the composition T RÑL˝TLÑR is identified with the endomorphism´q 
Extending coefficients to the ring of Jacobi forms
In this concluding section we extend the ring of coefficients for our extended gerbes to the graded ring of Jacobi forms of index 0. We address the reader to the classic [EZ85] for a complete and detailed account of the general theory of Jacobi forms of arbitrary index, and here we content us in briefly recalling the definition of a (meromorphic) Jacobi form of index 0. is modular in τ i.e. Jp z cτ`d , aτ`b cτ`d q " pcτ`dq s Jpz, τ q for any`a b c d˘i n SLp2, Zq; is elliptic in z i.e. Jpz`λτ`µ, τ q " Jpz, τ q for any pλ, µq in Z 2 ; has a polar behaviour for z Ñ`i8.
We notice two important features of Jacobi forms. First, by applying the operator B{Bz to both sides of the modularity and of the ellipticity equations, one sees that if Jpz, τ q is a Jacobi form of weight s and index 0 then B Bz Jpz, τ q is a Jacobi form of weight s`1 and index 0.
Secondly, from the ellipticity condition for the pair p0, 1q P Z 2 one sees that every Jacobi form is periodic in z of period 1, hence it has a series expansion in the variable q " e 2πiz of the form Jpz, τ q " 8 ÿ n"n 0 α n pτn , for some n 0 P Z, where the fact that this Laurent series is bounded below is a consequence of the polar behaviour of J for z Ñ`i8.
As the weight s ranges over the integers, Jacobi form of index 0 form a graded ring J 0 " à sPZ J 0 psq, (with degree given by the weight). The fact that B Bz maps weight s index 0 Jacobi forms to weight s`1 index 0 Jacobi forms then can be expressed by saying that B Bz is a degree 1 derivation of the graded ring J 0 . Moreover, from the identity´q 
